
Soul Mates
Our 10,000 Member Celebration Quilt

© Debi Montgomery
Clue 6 REVEAL

For this clue we will be cutting setting triangles. I am sure by now you are aware we are 
setting this on point, so we need these triangles to “square” our quilt. We will also cut our 
corner triangles.

I used my lightest fabric in the colour 2 range for this… this is what’s accounted for in the 
fabric requirements as well… BUT, you can use any colour here. I played with these for 
weeks deciding what to do and which colour to choose. I believe the light colour makes the 
rest of the quilt just POP off the bed!

We are now ready to put this beauty together!! We will assemble this a row at a time, but 
we will do two of the exact same rows. Once finished, we will rotate one entire set of rows 
for the bottom half of the quilt….

Let’s sew! We will use those 4 (four) 13-1/4” triangles we cut first and sew 
them to four of your tri-recs stars. This starts our on point process. We will 
find centres by finger pressing the star and the triangle.

Following this, we will take two of these units and 
add the 12-7/8” triangles to either side of TWO of 
those.

Now we should have two and two:

We will call the larger triangle units ROW 1.

Fabric 2A

13-1/4” WOF strips 1

Cut to 13-1/4” squares 1

Sub-cut on BOTH diagonals for triangles 4

Using the rest of the strip above and

12-7/8” WOF strip 3

Cut to 12-7/8” squares 7

Sub-cut on ONE diagonal for triangles 14
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We will work making two at a time. Our quilt is symmetrical and we will be making halves 
as we go, to finish with just that centre seam!!

ROW 2:

Watch those dark squares, placement matters. Also, those dark triangles, for symmetry 
need to be like mine. (Trust me… I made the mistake!!)

Now I sewed ROW 2 to ROW 1 (both times) and you have your corner.

ROW 3: (pardon my toes… it is so hard 
to get a pic of a strip this long!!)

Setting this quilt on point requires us to 
add those 12-7/8” triangles to each end. 
Please make sure your angles are 
sloping in the same manner as mine.
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ROW 4: this is our last! Notice I used the corner we created with ROW 1 at the far end of 
this row. Again, please watch that angle. Zoey (my yorkie) loves this quilt and had to pose 
in most of the pics!!

We will add each row to the last one, making sure our angles keep moving in the same 
direction.

This is the first three rows.

And finally that fourth row being added:
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You will have two halves to your quilt now! We will rotate one half so we have this:

This is my two halves before assembly.

I added a flange and larger border to mine, here are those measurements and instructions 
and final pic!
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The first thing I did was cut my darkest brown (Colour 2E) into 8 strips 1-1/4” WOF. This is 
our flange, you can cut this anywhere between 1” and the world! But, the smaller you can 
cope with it, the better it will look.

Now let’s use these 1-1/4” strips and sew them end to end, I did this in sets of two strips. 
You will have four long strips now. We need to fold then in half (again the long way) 
WRONG sides together and press, your long strips should now be 3/4” wide. 

I then cut my darkest purple (Colour 1E) into 8 strips 4-1/2” WOF, sewing like the “flange” 
above in sets of two. In my case, two widths of fabric was JUST enough to go from the top 
to the bottom. DO NOT FOLD AND PRESS THIS BORDER IN HALF! This will be a plain 
border.

Placement and order of flange and final 
border: Place flange with raw edges 
along edge of quilt top followed by border 
right side down and pin. I kept my pins 
pretty close as I didn’t want stretching 
and I was lining up all three layers into 
one seam, the quilt top, flange, and solid 
border

I started on the long sides of my quilt and laid BOTH borders. I 
pinned this all the way down. I had several reasons for this, but 
mainly because I knew it was just going to fit, but also, we are                                                  
sewing the centre of the quilt on the bias as those are triangles.

On my first go, I took the top and bottom flange all the way to the 
edge and didn’t like it for my quilt. You may love it. I took this out 
and stopped my flange at the end of the side flanges.

I marked that end of the side flanges on my top/bottom flanges 
and cut to my desired length and folded it back so I had no raw 
edge.
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Here it is folded and ready to sew down… 

Now, here is my version, complete and ready to be quilted! (Not quite!! It still needs a good 
pressing first!)
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